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1. Introduction 
Neural network research spans many fields, including studies of vision, speech perception 
and production, reinforcement learning, memory, pattern recognition, and movement control. 
Within each of these areas, neural network researchers usc many different approaches to 
accomplish many different goals. The purpose of this chapter is to introduce that subset of 
neural network modeling which seeks to understand the computations and neurophysiological 
bases of movement control in animals. To understand where this approach fits in with 
other approaches to using neuml networks for control, as well as with other approaches in 
psychology, it will be useful to consider three potential constraints on studies of movement 
control: 
1. level of detail in characterizing the input-output functions of animal and/or human 
behavior or inferred components of such behavior, 
2. level of detail in characterizing the anatomy and physiology of biological sensory-motor 
control, and 
:3. technological applicability of the system. 
A lccrgc number of neural network researchers studying rnovernenL control arc primarily 
interested in tecbnological applicability while only loosely aclbering to constraints (1) and 
(2) above. Much of the utility of neural networks in this research derives from the ability 
of these networks to learn complex nonlinear mappings. Examples of this approach can be 
found in Barto (HJ90), .Jordan (1988), Kuperstein (1988), Miller (1987), Narendra (1990), 
and H.itter, Martinctz, ancLSchultcn (1989). To the extent that i)i'ological systems are better 
at a. task than current technology; these researchers atternpt to mimic their performance. 
However, little attempt is made .to account for details of anirnal performance that are not 
necessary for tec.hnologic.al applications. Fmtherrnorc, the networks used in this a.pproach 
ohow only a superficial resernblance to neurophysiology; the networko are rnaosively pa.ra.llel 
and compooed of neuron-like unito, but little or no attempt is made to relate the processing 
units to particular neura.l populations existing in vivo. 
Traditional cognitive psychology, on the other hand, focuses on constraint (1) with little 
concem for detailed characterization of the anatomical loci of model components and with 
almost no concern for technological applicability. Connectionist modeling (e.g;., Mc.Clella.nd 
a.nd Rurnelhart, 1981) represents a pa.rtia.l dqmrture from this approach by using nemon-likc 
clements and massive parallelism. Like the engineering approach just described, however, 
the resemblance to neurophysiology is only superficial, and comparison to specific: neural 
populations is rarely carried out. 
By contrast, the approach exemplified in the following sections strongly emphasizes con-
straints (I) and (2) and places tertiary emphasis on constraint (:3). Proponents of this 
approach attempt to "open up the black box", i.e., to build a model of the biological system 
that captures its constituent structure and tbc elementary functions describing intemc:tions 
among the constituents (i.e., neural populations or subsystems). This is done by explaining 
not only psychophysical data., but also by using anatomical and neurophysiological data to 
constrain the model. Unlike connectionist approaches, the resulting model bas a necessarily 
non-·hornogenous structure that reflects the task specificity of neural circuitry; brain regions 
that perform different tasks have evolved both phylogenetically and ontogonetically to utilize 
different structure and connectivity. An accurate model computes the overall input-output 
function as a composition of these distinct, more elementary functions. Moreover, in the 
words of the Swiss structuralist Piaget, "to understand is to reconstruct." The description 
of the constituent structure taken together with the local laws of interaction provide an un-
derstanding of the mechanisms by which the aggregate input-output function is generated 
!1! VlVO. 
Examples of this approach can befound in Calabrese, Angstadt, and Arbas (1989), Gross-
berg and Kuperstein (1986, 1989), Houk and Gibson (1987), Ito (1984), Kawato, Furukawa, 
and Suzuki (1987), and Selver:oton and Moulin:-; (1986). These models differ in the scope of 
the sensory-motor problerns they address and the level of detail with which they describe the 
neural mechanisms involved. The remainder of this chapter describes a collection of interre-
lated neural models which covers a wide range of the field of neural networks for biological 
sensory-motor control. 
2. An integrative example: Reaching to a visible target, or How 
light gets into the muscles 1 
One of the most studied tasks in the motnr control literature is reaching to targets in 
s;J<tr:e. Many neural network modelers have concentrated on a subset of the computations 
involved in the chain of events spanning frorn visually pc.rcoiving a target Lo issuing com-
mands to the motoncurons involved in moving the arm to the target (e.g., Houk and Gibson, 
!987; Ito, 1984; Zipser and Andersen, 1988). Other researchers have attempted to model 
the entire task with relatively simple network models (e.g., 1\:uper:otein, 1988; Ritter, Mar-
tinetz, and Schulten, 1989; Gaudiano and Grossberg, 1991). T'he remainder of this chapter 
reviews a research program concerned with describing this process in greater detail with a 
collection of neural network rnodel:o that each perform a. subtask, motivated by iwatornical, 
physiological, and psychological data, in the larger task of vi:onally guided re<u:bing. Four 
different. networks are described in this chapter, collectively perfonning the following tasks: 
o neural representation of a. visually perceived target within a head-centered coordinate 
frame, 
• tra.nofonnation of this representation into a body--centered coordinate frame, 
• formation of a spatial trajectory frorn current ha.nd position to the target, 
• transformation of this spatial trajectory into joint angle commands (inverse kinernat .. 
ics), and 
• invariant production of the commanded joint <UJgle time courses despite large changes 
in muscle tension (inverse dynamics). 
These rnodels were formulated with strict attention to internal consistency; this includes 
several kinds of consiotency within and between networks. First, because these networks arc 
1 In tbe la.te 1970s, .l'vlichael Turvey oftl~H bega.n his colloquia with th(~ provocative question: "Hovv docs 
light get into the n1uscles?'' 
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interconnected to form an integrated sensory-motor system, the representations used at the 
interfaces between the different networks must be consistent. Second, since this collection of 
networks is formulated as a partial model of the human sensory-motor control system, the 
model must be consistent with motor control tasks other than reaching that will utilize many 
of the sm11e subsystems. That is, the proposed solution for visually guided reaching should 
be constrained so that the resulting model is also compatible with the solution of other motor 
tasks such as handwriting. Third, since these networks are meant as mechanistic models of 
biological sensory-motor control, there must be consistency of model component types acro0s 
networks, a0 well as consistency of the0e components with available neurophysiological data. 
The lowest level components of the0e model0 correspond to neurons or populations of neuron0, 
and many model cell types have been identif1ed with neuron types in vivo whooe properties 
closely match those of the model cells. 
Strict attention is al0o paid to the role of learning within the0e rnodcl0. Mechanical prop-
erties of biological systems change with time. For example, the lengths of arm 0egrnents and 
strengths of mu0c:les change with age. Therefore, appropriate value0 of parameters in the 
sensory-rnotor control system (e.g., the weighting of synaptic connections) must be adap-
tive, not pre-wired at birth. However, performance of a task under temporarily constraining 
condition:;, such as blocked movement of a particular joint, should not require new learning 
to restructure the motor control system. Sections 1 and 5 describe networks that usc infor-
mation from an action-perception cyc:le to adaptively organize mappings which tran0form a 
head-centered representation of target positions into a bocly-ccnterecl rcpresent;1tion, trans-
form spatial movement commands into joint angle movcrnent comrnands, and transform joint 
angle position information into spatial position information for trajectory formation. The 
control 0ystem adapativcly finds pa.ra.rneter0 which account for the lengths of body segments 
and strengths of muscles, but docs not usc new learning to solve movement problems under 
temporary environmental constraints. 
'fbe0e networks were also formulated with attention to robust performance. 'I'he DI-
RECT model of trajectory formation and inverse kinematics (Section 5) was motivated by 
motor equivalence data suggccsting that huma.ns can perform the same spatial movement tra-
.. . 
jectory in rmtny different way0 depending on environrncntaJ constraints. These data point to 
rnovcment trajectory formation in spatial, rather than rnotor, coordinates, con0training the 
form of the head- and body-centered representations of space described in Sections :3 and 1. 
The DIRECT model provides robust pcrforrnance of movement trajectories under conditions 
of visual shift, a blocked joint, or reaches with a tool as the end effector rather than the 
hand. The model pcrforrns these reaches au.lomaiically, i.e., without reverting to special 
performance modes and without requiring new learning under the different conditions. The 
. . 
FLETE model described in Section 6 was designed to ensure the invariant production of 
con1mandccl joint angle time courses in the face of environmental conditions that require 
large changes in mu0cle tension. 
To summarize, the collection of networks described in the following 0ections usc only 
information available in an ongoing action-perception cycle to learn the transformations 
necessary for an extremely flexible system capable of successful performance of a variety of 
tasks under a variety of environmental conditions. Rather than optimizing performance for 
abstract criteria such as minimum jerk or rninimnm torque change (c. f. Flash and Hogan, 
1985; Uno, Kawato, and Suzuki, 1989) by learning a set of model parameters specific to 
:3 
a single task, we believe that the optimization criterion of biological sensory-motor control 
systems is the rapid, successful performance of a large number of motor tasks in a constantly 
changing environment. 
3. Forming a head-centered representation of target position 
'fhe bilaterally symmetric organization of the body provides a sirnple and direct source of 
information for computing absolute position of a fixated target with respect to the observer's 
head and body. When both eyes binocularly fixate a target, the point of intersection of the 
lines of gaze may be used to compute the absolute distance and direction of the fixation point 
with respect to the head. Such extraretinal information may also be used to complement 
visual processing to derive better estimates of the absolute distance and direction of visually 
detected but non-fixated objects (see Grossberg, Guenther, Bullock, and Greve, 1 992). 
Figure 1 describes the geometry of :3-D target localization in terms of spherical coordi-
nates which are closely related to the :3-D representation proposed here. The origin of this 
coordinate system, called the cranial egocenter, lies at the rniclpoint between the two eyes. 
Thus the representation is "cyclopean". The head-centered horizontal angle or azimuth, OH, 
and the vertical <mgle or elevation, 1!JJ, measure deviations fr01n straight-ahead gaze. The 
. . . 
radial distance RH in the spherical coordinate frame of Figure l is replaced by vergence in 
the represeutations of :l-D space described herein. 
Evidence for such a mordinate. system and a. full description of a. neural network model 
which forms a neural representation of target, position based on this coordinate system is 
given in Greve, Grossbmg, Guenther, and Bullock (1992) and Guenther (1992). A less forrnal 
description of this network and the neurally generated representation follows. 
The head--centered rcpreserrtation neural network, shown in Figure 2, binocularly corn-
hines outilow sig;nals frorn tonically active cells that control the position of each eye to form a 
head-centered representation of a foi;eated target. Forming such a representation is possible 
. . 
because the vector of comrnancl signals needed to orient two eyes so as to foveate a single 
point contains all the infornration needed to specify that point's :3-D location relative to 
the cranial egoc:enter. 'I'he extraction of this implicit infonnation can be done in just two 
stages of opponent processing. First, opponent interactions combine the outputs of the cells 
that control the agonist and antagonist muscles of each eye. These opponent interactions 
give rise to opponent pairs of cells the sum of whose activity is approxinrately constant, or 
normalized (see Greve, Grossberg, Guenther, and Bullock, 1992). The following equations 
define the resulting normalized internal representations of the horizontal angle of each eye: 
OL = -90° + 180° X 12 
rr + r2 = 1 
On= --90° + 180° x r2 
( 1 ) 
(2) 
(:3) 
(4) 
where li indicates the activity of left eye cell population i and 1·, indicates the activity of 
right eye cell population i. Internal representations for the vertical angles of left and right 
eyes may be defined sirnilarly. Thus 
l:r + 11 = l 
1 
(5) 
z 
R X 
figure 1: Spherical coordinate frarnc for specifying a target position with respect to the bead. 
This coordinate frame is related to the heacl-ccntcred representation of space described in 
the Section :3. 
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c/!z, = -90° + 180° x 14 
T:3 -J- T4 = 1 
(PH= -90° + 180° X T4· 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
Next, the nonnalizecl outputs from both eye:> are combined in two diiTerent ways to 
generate a head-ccntcrecl spatial representation of the binocular fixation point. In particular, 
opponent cells from each eye generate inputs of opposite sign (excitatory and inhibitory) to 
their target cells at the next processing stage. As illustrated in Figure 2, one combination 
gives rise to a cell population whose activity h2 approximates the angular spherical coordinate 
On. 'fhe other combination gives rise to a cell population whose activity h5 approximates 
the binocular vergence/, which in turn ca.n be u:>ed to estimate the radial distance Ru. The 
two combinations generate head-centered coordinates by computing a :>um and a difference 
of the normalized opponent inputs from both eye:>. Such a general strategy for combining 
signals is well-known in other neural systems, such as color vision. For example, a sum 
L + M of signals from two color vi:>ion channels estirnates luminance, whereas a difference 
L- M estimates color (DeValois and DeValois, 1975; !VIollon and Sharpe, 198:3). Thus 
computatiorrr; that may be used to control reaching in :3-D space are derived from a hmadly 
used principle of neurai computation. The following paragraphs describe tire mathcrnatical 
details of the corrrbination of lefL and right eye muscle signals to produce a head-ccntcrccl 
representation of space. 
Let tire cell populations h;, i = 1, 2, ... , 6, form tire basis for thrs hcad-ccnterecl spatial 
representation. These populations are also arranged in antagonistic pairs. First we define 
cell activities h1 , h2 , h;;, and h4 that linearly approximate the following estirnates of On and 
¢n: . 
hr + h2 = 1 
Ou = ... goo+ 180' x h2 
h:1 + h1 = I 
¢n =.goo+ 180° x h.1• 
(9) 
(10) 
( J J) 
( 12) 
These hcacl-centcrcd binocular repre:>c)rrtations of On and cpu emerge by simply averaging the 
corresponding rnonoc:ular components derived frorn the left and right eye muscle c:ornma.nd 
corollary discharges u;oing a. shunting on-center o!f-surrouncl network. Specifically, 
(I ~l) 
where B is the decay rate. Solving this equation at equilibrium (dh 2/dl = 0) yields 
l2 -J- T2 hz = -----·· . 
H + lr + rr + h + Tz 
(!4) 
Since 11 + 12 "" I and r 1 + r2 "" 1, choosing a small decay parameter B leads to the approxi-
mation: 
I ~ lz + 1"z r.z = 2 
G 
( 15) 
1 l 
Fig;ure 2: Network for combining corollary discharges from both eyes, via two stages or 
opponent processing, into a heacl--centereclrcpresentation or 3-D target position. 
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Likewi:>e, 
( 1 6) 
:>o that, by (15) and (16), 
(I 7) 
'I'o :>ee how opponent computation lead:> to a repre:>entation of target di:>tance, note that 
vergence i:> equal to the difference between 1'1 (the normalized outflow command to tlw 
medial rectu:> of the right eye) andl1 (the normalized outflow command to the lateral rectu:> 
of the left eye), DeJ1nc antagoni:>tic cell population:> with activitie:> h5 and h6 for internal 
representation of vergence, h5 receives excitatory inputs 12 and Tr from cells controlling the 
medial recti of both eyes and inhibitory inputs 11 and Tz from cells controlling the btcral 
recti of both eyes (Figure 2), Then its activity will be governed by 
( J 8) 
At equilibrium, 
1'1 - lz- Dlr - DT2 h, ~ . . . 
· C + ·rr + 1'2 + I, + lz 
(19) 
Because Tr + 1'2 = I and 11 + 12 = l, equation ( J 9) can be rewritten as 
l··-D 1-1-D 
h5 = -( .. ' 2 + -(., 2. (rr -I,). ·' + . + (20) 
lf D = I and C = 0, then 
(21) 
In this ca:::e, subjective vergence equals physical vergence. If, however, C > 0 and D < I, 
then the slope (1 + D)( C + 2)-1 of h5 versus r1 - 11 is les:> than one, and the intercept 
(1 -· D)(C + 2)- 1 of the function is positive. Such valm~s arc compatible with the Foley 
(1980) e:>tirnatc frorn psychophysical data or the internal rcprer>entation of target distance. 
4. Forming a body-centered representation of target position 
1'hir> r>ection adclrcssr~r> the formation of a body-centered representation of :3 D target 
positions using the head-centered reprer>cntation described in the previous section coupled 
with information concerning the position or the head with respect to the torso. This work 
ir> described in detail in Guenther, Bullock, Greve, and Grossberg (1992) and Guenther 
(1992). The adaptive computational strategy embodied by this network rnakes use or signaL; 
generated automatically during the typical behavioral sequence associated with changes of 
visual fixation. In a typical episode: 
1. The representation of a novel, initially non-foveal visual target wins an internal com-
petition that dctermirws the next target to be foveated, and a saccade is made Vl this 
target; 
2. Inforrnation regarding head-centered target location is combined with information 
about neck muscle states to yield a. stored estimate of target location relative to the 
body; 
8 
:3. Neck muscles rotate the head (either randomly or such as to point the nose toward the 
target) while the eyes make a vestibular ocular reflex (VOH}mediated counter rotation 
to ensure continued foveation during the bead movement; 
4. During the head movement and ocular counter-rotation, both internal representations 
of the target's location in head coordinates and internal representations of neck angles 
change while the stored representation of targc\t position in body coordinates remains 
constant. 
If the network that combines head-centered representation and neck angle information to 
yield an estimate of target location in body coordinates is well-tuned, then its estimate will 
remain invariant during the head rotation ancl ocular counter-rotation. If it is not well-tuned, 
then a discrepancy will develop during tho head rotation between this network's current esti-
mate and the estirnate stored prior to the head rotation. This discrepancy may then serve a.s 
an error signa.! capable of directing a learning process that improves the network's knowledge, 
stored in its synaptic weights, about how to combine neck angle and head coordinate signals 
to ec;timatc target positions relative to the body. The stage that registers the discrepancy in 
our model is called a difference vector (DV) stage, because errors are registered on a compo-
nent by component basis. The Vector Associative Map (YAM) of Gaudiano and Grof;SIJerg 
(Hl91) is a neural mechanism that carries out DV-bascdlea.rning; the current network ur;c:J 
'' variant of YAM learning. The learning process dc:ocribcd for this transformation requires 
no teacher, a.nd combines mechanisms known to be separately available in vivo. 
The body-centcrecl representation approxirnates a spherical coordinate frame that is simi-
lar to the splwrical coordinate frame of Figure 1. The relationship between the head-centered 
and body-centered spherical coordinate frames is shown in Figure" :J. 'I' he origin of the body· 
centered system ic; the sarne as the origin of the head-centered system when the head is 
pointed straight ahead. The body-centered frmne also uses the sarne three spherical coor-
dinates as the head-centered system, denoted by (OB, 'PB, RB) in the body-centered frame. 
When the head is pointed straight ahead, the head-centered representation (Ou, ¢u, Rn) is 
identical to the body--centered representation (011 , ¢B, RJl). When the bead is moved frorn 
straight ahead, however, the head-centered frame moves with the head while the body-
centered fra.rne rernains stationary. 
The choice of these coordinate frames rewltc; from an investigation of the phy:oiology of 
the head-neck systems of humans and rna.ny other vertebrates. The biomechanics of the 
neck vertebrae favor rotations of the head around preferred a.xes (Vidal, de Waele, Gmf, and 
Berthoz, J 988). Movements along one of these preferred axes correspond to changes in ON 
(i.e., side-to-side or horizontal rnovernents), whereas movements along the other preferred 
axis correspond to changes in 'PN (i.e., vertical movements). Movements <1long other axes, 
for example tilting the head to one side, arc much more constrained by the biomechanics of 
the neck. Further evidence for the biological importance of these preferred axes comes from 
Masino and Knudsen (1990), who showed that separate neural circuits were used to control 
horizontal and vertical head movements in the barn owl. 
The importance of these results in the current context is as follows. Learning to discount 
hcacl movements in the bocly-conterecl representation consists of compensating for cha.nges 
in head position by negating the resulting changes in the lrea.d-centcrccl representation of 
a. fixed target position. In other words, (OB, ¢B)= (On, ¢u) + (O,oncctim<> rPconcction), where 
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(a) (b) 
TARGET TARGET 
(d) (e) 
TARGET 
eB 
~B 
(c) 
(f) 
Figure :3: Top view (a, b, c) and ~ide view ( d, e, f) showing relationships between the 
head-centered coordinates (subscript H), body-ccn tered coordinates (subscript B), and head 
<Wi;!es with respect to the body (subscript N). 
]() 
(Oconcction, ¢wncction) is a learned correction based on neck muscle inforrnation. (The third 
coordinate in the two representations, distance from the head, changes relatively little with 
head movement; see Guenther, 1992, and Guenther, Bullock, Greve, and Grossberg, 1992, 
for further discussion of corrections to the vergence component.) When the transformation 
network is properly tuned, this correction is neMly linearly related, in fact nearly equal, to 
the head movement defined according to the preferred axes, i.e., (ON, ¢N ). This linear relation 
between head movements and the required correction to the head-centered representation 
allows very fast and accurate learning of the correction. The relationship between head 
movements and other head- and body-centered coordinate frames, such as Cartesian, is 
much more complex, making the transformation from a head-centered representation to a 
body-centered representation far more difficult to learn. 
Although head position (ON, 'PN) can be derived from neck muscle length information, an 
organism cannot without learning use this neck rnuscle information to accurately compensate 
for head movements when forming a body-centered representation. This is because the 
relationship between any one neck muscle length and head position is dependent upon details 
of the neck am1tomy that vary frorn individual to individual and can change with time 
(e.g., due to growth). Therefore, the organism must adapiivcly find parameters that allow 
neck rnusc:le length information to compensate for changes in head position. The network 
described in the following paragraphs rapidly and successfully finds these parameters without 
the aid of an external teacher. Instead, network construction capitalizes on the fact that 
the positions of fixed objects with respect to the body do not change while the head moveo, 
allowing the organism to internally generate teaching signals. Thi:; process is briefly described 
in the following paragraphs. 
Figure 4 illustrate:; the network used for the :;imulations. Popul<t0ons corresponding to 
representations of R.H and R8 are omittc~d in this section clue to the relative in.clependence of 
these variables with respect to neck rnovements. In this network, there are five main neural 
population types: · 
l. neck rnusc:lc length populations with activities n.ii (1 :S j :S 9, 1 :S i :S 2), 
2. head coordinate representation populations with activities h; (1 :S i :S 4), 
:l. head-neck Difference Vector (DV) populations with activities :r; (1 :S i <:: 1), 
1. unnormalized body coordinate representation populations with activities b)'l (1 :S i. :S 1), 
and 
5. nann ali zed body coordinate represcn tation populations with cccti vi tics bF) (I ::; i :S 1). 
Each bead-centered representation population projects with a fixed-weight connection to the 
corresponding DV population. Each neck muscle length population projects to every DV 
population through a.n adaptable-weight synaptic connection, indicated by filled semicircles 
in Figure 4. Fmthermore, \!OR-mediated gating modulates the interactions between the DV 
populations and the unnorrnalizecl body-centered representation populations. The learning 
law in the simulations is as follows: 
d[Z.ij!c] [ , l 
--iii-. = -Cl'k .. ]YZijk + n;j 
II 
(22) 
where Zijk is the weight of the synaptic connection between neck muscle length activity ni.i 
and DV population activity :rk, C' is a small learning rate parameter, and E is a decay rate 
parameter. Thus, learning is local, i.e. it depends only on the pre- and post-synaptic cell 
activities, not on activities or activity changes at distant points in the network. 
The following steps were used to train the network: 
1. Initialize all weights to 0.0. 
2. Choose a random initial head position (ON,rPN)· 
:3. Choose a random target position (OT,c/JT). 
4. Foveate a new target (i.e., adjust h; so that 011 = OT - ON and rPH = rPT - <PN) 
and store this target into the body coorclim1tc populations bpl and b}2} This step 
corresponds to the breaking of VOn fixation to foveate and store a new target. The 
storing of the target is presurned to be carried out by the transient opening of the 
gated excitatory pathways from the populations :c; to the populations b\1} This gating 
action is presumed to occur each time von fixation is broken. 
5. Choose a new bead position while remaining foveated on the current target (i.e., c)~;cn.r;e 
ni.i and adjust h; accordingly to keep On +ON = OT and r/Jn + r/;N = rPT)· 'l'hi;; stq; 
corresponds to rrwving the bead while u;;ing VOR to keep the target foveated. 
6. Adjust the weights from the neck muscle length popul<1tions to the head-neck DV 
populations according to equation (22). 
7. lf rnore trials rernain, repeat step;o :3-7. 
Despite the use of simple, local learning laws and no external teacher, the sy;otern glob-
ally ;oelf-organizcs to perform the required transformation from a head-centered to a body-
centered repre;;entation of;]..[) target positions. Figure 5a :>how;o the internal representation 
(left :>ide) and actual target position (right side) during a head movement after 20 learning 
trials. As the head moves, the internal representation of the target position also moves, even 
though the actual target position with respect to the body remains fixed. After foveating 
. . 
only 200 targets, however, the network has learned to invariant.ly represent the body-centered 
target position despite large head movements, as shown in Figure 5b. 
5. DIRECT: Trajectory formation and inverse kinematics 
Once the position of a ta.rget relative to the body is known, a trajectory from the current 
hand position to the target must be formed. The phenomenon of motor equivalence, i.e. the 
ability to produce a movement goal using variable motor means from trial to trial, implies 
that trajectory formation is clone in spatial, rather than motor, coordinates. For example, 
it is well-known that the spatial shape of handwriting; remains remarkably consistent when 
produced with entirely different effector systems (Merton, 1972; Raibcrt, 1977). Spatial 
trajectory formation is also supported by psychophysical data which show that the spatial 
characteristics of movements to targets remain invariant across movements despite large 
variations in the joint angle chara.cteristicsfrorn rnovcmcnt to movement (e.g., Mora.sso, 1981) 
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Figure 5: (a) Results after 20 learning triaL. The left side shows the internally represented 
body--centered target position as the bead is moved through over :lOo of both horizontal and 
. . 
vertical angle. The right side shows the actual target position. The change in represented 
target position as the head is moved indicates that the network has not yet learned to 
invariantly represent body-centered target position. (b) Results after 200 learning trials. 
The left side shows the intemally represented bocly-centen:d target position as the head is 
moved through over :Joo of both horizontal and vertical angle. The right side shows the 
actual target position. The internal representation is now invariant under head movements. 
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or changes in the end efFector used to reach to the target (e.g., La.cqua.niti, Soechting, and 
Terzuolo, 1982). The ability to produce a desired movement trajectory in rnany different ways 
results in robustness of movement performance under a variety of environmental conditions. 
The representation of ta.rget positions described in Section 4 is consistent with trajectory 
formation in spatial coordinates. The Vector Integration To Endpoint (VITE) model (Bul-
lock and Grossberg, 1988a) is a simple neural network model of trajectory formation which 
exhibits key kinematic properties of human movements, including asymmetric bell-shaped 
velocity profiles (e.g., Nagasaki, 1989; Zelaznik, Schmidt, and Giclen, 1986). This model has 
three main components, each of which is a vector much like the body-centered representa-
tion (/h, b2 , •.• , b6 ) of Section 4: a. Target Position Vector ('l'PV) which specifies the desired 
joint angles a.t the end of a movernent, a. Present Position Vector (PPV) which specifies the 
current joint angles, and a DifFerence or Direction Vector (DV) formed by subtracting the 
PPV from the TPV. The DV thus specifies the desired movement direction and magnitude. 
Trajectories arc formed in VITE by gating the DV by a GO signal, which is a. volitional 
signal corresponding to desired rnovcment speed. The result of this multiplicative gating 
is then integrated by the PPV, moving the PPV tow Mel the TPV and thus specifying a 
movement trajectory in motor coordinates. 
However, motor equivalence implies that trajectory forrnatio!! ;;houlcl be clone in spatial 
coordiuatcs. The Direction-to-Rotation Effector Control of TrajecLories (DIHJoCT) model 
(Bullock, Gro:;sbcrg, and Guenther, 1992; Guenther, 1 992), sc:hematizcd in Figure G, extends 
the VITE model to allow spatial trajectory formation with motor equivalent movement 
production. 'rhe rnotor coordinate TPV and PPV of VITE are replaced by a spatial target 
position vector (TPV,) and spatial present position vector (P PV) in the coordinate frame 
defined in Section 4. 'fhese are then combined at a spatial cliffc;rence vector (DV,), which 
represents the desired movement magnitude and direction in spatial coordinates. 
Once the desired movement direction has been formulated, the problem of mapping into 
motor coordinates to control the joint angles, or the inverse kinematics problem, must still be 
solved. 'fhc DIH.E:C'I' model learns a solution which transforms D\1, into a motor direction 
vector (DV,,) specifying joint rotations. 'I'his transformation from directions in :3-D space 
into joint rotations plays a key role in producing rnotor equivalent reaching (see Bullock, 
Grossberg, and Guenther, 1992). 'I'hc D\1.,, corr1ponents are then integrated by a motor 
present position vector (P P\~,) that specifics c:ornrna.ndcd joint angles. 
The DIREC'I' model contains two learned transformations, indicated by filled semicir-
cles in Figure 6: the spa.tial-to-·motor transformation which commands the motor actions 
needed to c:<trry out a spatially defined trajectory, and a motor-to-spatial transformation 
that allows motor information regarding end effector position to be used in place of viwa.l 
information when performing reaches without visual feedback. As in the previous networks, 
learning in the DIRECT model is achieved through autonomously generated repetition of an 
action-perception cycle, which generates the associative information needed to learn these 
transforms. Such a cycle was called a circular reaction by Piagct (196:3). A circular reaction 
endogenously creates rnovemcnts in babies during a molar babbling phase, and leads to learn-· 
ing of transformations among representations that are correlated through these movements. 
After learning takes place, the movements may later be carried out in an intentional, or 
goal-oriented, manner. 
Motor babbling is energized by an Endogenous Random Generator, or ERG, whose acti·· 
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vations are integrated to generate movement commands (Gaudiano and Grossberg, 1991). In 
the DIREC'r model, ERG activations excite the DV,,. stage, which encodes motor commands 
for rotating the joints, thus causing spontaneous arm movements during the motor babbling 
stage. The network uses the information generated by these spontaneous arm movements 
in several ways. Visual feedback provides information about the positions and directions of 
rnoverncnts in :3-D space. Internal feedback provides information about the joint configura-
tions that generate these movements. The network is designed to combine these rnultiple 
sources of information in a manner that solves the motor equivalence problem. 
During motor babbling, the endogenously moving end effector is a salient visual target. 
As the system visually tracks its own end effector, information regarding the direction of 
end effector movement, represented at the DV, stage during motor babbling, drives learning 
of the spatial-to-rnotor transformation. In order to convert DV, activations into effective 
reaching behaviors, each DV, must be transforrncd into a D\1,, which produces movement 
in the corresponding spatial direction; that is, spatial directions need to be converted into 
joint rotations. The appropriate DV,, to learn depends upon the configuration of the arm 
when the DV, is computed. The conjoint activation of the P DM.,, stage by both the P PV,, 
stage and the D\1, stage activates a, small nurnber of cells in the P DM,, map. Topographic 
rm1ps such as the P DM.,., are found in rna.ny areas in the brain, and self-organizing neural 
nctworko that form such maps have been extensively studied (e.p;., von der Malsburg, 197:3; 
Grossberg and I\uperstein, 1986, 1989; Kohonen, 1984). T'his map architectuH: allows the 
P DM.,.., cells to learn the babbled D\1,, activity that is producing the motion direction 
registered at the D\1, stage. Learning takes the form of a local, Hebbian learning law with 
gated decay called the ovlstaT learning law (Grossberg, 1968). 
A motor-to-spatial transformation is also learned during rnotoi· babbling. The goal of this 
transforrnation is to convert a motor representation P PV,, of the present end effector position 
into a visual representation (i.e., in the same coordinate frame as P P\1,) of present end 
efFector position. The vector representation P PV," is transformed into a map representation 
PPM, via a sdf-organi:oing feature map, and the P !' M, cells learn corresponding P P\1, 
vectors at the P P\1,.,, st<1ge via outfitar learning. In this way, a configuration coded at 
the P P\1,, stage learn:i to predict the corresponding spa.tia.l position of the~ end efFector a.s 
represented through vision at P P\1,. 
In summary, during motor babbling, the ERG spontaneously generates motor vectors 
DV,n that are integrated into arm rnovement:o by the P PV,n stage. The ann movements draw 
visual attention to the end effector. As a result, spatial D\1, vectors are computed which, 
conjointly with P PV,n feedback signals, enable the P DM.,, map to learn an appropriate 
D\1," with which to move in the corresponding spatial direction D\1, when the end effector 
is at P PV,,. Simultaneously, joint configurations coded by the P P 111.,. stage are associated 
through learning at the P P\1,", stage with the corresponding spatial positions P P\1, of the 
end effector as percei vee! through vision. 
'These movements and learning events during motor babbling are not goal-oriented. The 
babbled movements arc endogenously activatr~d and the learning events correlate spatial and 
motor representations that are coactivated by the babbled movements. During subsequent 
goal-oriented reaching movements, the target is not typically the end effector, so the in-
formation coded at TP\1, and at P P\1, is not the same. The DIRECT model is designee! 
such that, after motor babbling ends, when a target other than the end effector activates 
J 7 
TPV, the difference between present position of the end effector at P PV,n and the target 
position at TPVs is computed at DVs, and the arm is steered towards the target by acti-
vating an appropriate series of DV,n vectors to move the arm in the desired direction. If 
visual feedback of the end effector is not available during the reach, then the motor pathway 
P P\l,n -> PPM, -> P PVsm is used to estimate end effector position rather than the visual 
pathway P PVs _, P PV,n. In particular, after learning, the DIRECT model uses gating sig-
nals to direct the flow of visual information to the P PVs block if the visually attended spatial 
position corresponds to the end effector, or to the TPVs block if the visually attended spa-
tiaJ position corresponds to a goal-oriented movement target. This requires the developing 
system to incorporate some mechanisrn for differentiating between self-gener<1ted movements 
of the hand and other potential targets of visual attention (moving or stationary) in the 
visual field. For a thorough discussion of these gating signals and a possible mechanism for 
providing this "self" vs. "other" distinction, see Guenther (1992). 
DIRECT model simulations of a three joint ann performing reaches in two dimensional 
space verify the model's performance of unconstrained reaches to targets, reaches with one 
joint blocked during the reach, reaches using a tool or pointer as the end effector, reaches 
with visual input shifted by 30°, and reaches with no visual feedback of end effector position 
during the reach. It is very important to note tha.t training was only clone in "normal 
mode", i.e. with no blocked joints, no tools, and no shifted visual input. Yet because of the 
clirecti<"r-to-rotation inverse kinematic rnapping, the model automatically compensates for 
these different conditions to successfully perfonn the reach on the first try. Figure '7 shows 
the model performing reaches using a tool as the end effector. The target is the small box 
at the end of the effector, and the tool is the fourth segment of the effector projecting from 
the box at the hand to the target. By simply representing tool ti]J· position rathey than hand 
position at the P P\1, block (corresponding to visually attending to the tool tip during. the 
reach), the model automatically produces accurate reaches with this novel fourth effector 
segment of arbitrary length a.ncl angle with respect to the hand. · 
As with the networks in Sections :3 and 4, the DIRECT model components correspond 
to neurons or populations of neurons, and synaptic learning uses only information available 
at the pre·· and post-synaptic cells. BcciHJSC of this, the DIRECT model may provide in-
sights regarding neurophysiological data. Many neurophysiologists have reported that motor 
cortical cells seerr1 to be broadly tuned to desired direction of movement (e.g., Gcorgopou·· 
los, !<alaska., Caminiti, ancl Massey, 1982; !<alaska, Cohen, Hyde, and Prud'hornme, 1989). 
That is, a motor cortical cell fires with maximal response rate for movement in a particular 
preferred direction, and at progressively lower rates for movement directions further away 
from the prefc;rrecl direction. Figure 8 compares the avera.ged tuning curve of the DIRECT 
model D\1,, cells to neurophysiological data fron1 motor cortex. The solid line in Figure 8 
indicates the average form of D\1"' tuning curves in the model after training. The broken 
line in Figure 8 shows an averaged tuning curve obtained from single cell measurements in 
primate motor cortex by !<alaska, Cohen, Hyde, and Prucl'homrne (1989). Because of the 
similarities in these curves, the DJREC'I' model provides insights about how and why these 
tuning curves might arise in vivo. 
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6. FLETE: Accurate reaching despite variations in tension 
The networks clcscribecl so far give an account of the transformations from visual local-
ization of a target to the issuing of joint angle commands which move the arm to the target. 
However, successful performance of these joint angle commands requires the answer to many 
questions. How can a limb be rotated to, and stabilized at, a desired angle? How can joint 
stiffness be varied independently of joint angle? How can the speed of movement from an 
initial to a desired final angle be controlled under conditions of low joint stiffness? Simulta-
neous achievement of these abilities requires a mther complex neuromuscular system, with 
several identifiable subsystems. 
However, all these tasks require that each muscle be able to generate a wide range of 
tensions at any of the lengths it may assume as the limb (into which it inserts) rotates. 
More stringently, all these tasks require Factorization, or independent control, of muscle 
LEngth and muscle TEnsion. This overarching theme led to the acronym "FLETE" for a.n 
original mathematical rnoclel of the neuromuscular system described in Bullock & Grossberg 
(1988b; 1989). Figure 10 shows an expanded version of this origina.l model. The components 
of the FLETE model will only be briefly introduced here; see Bullock a.nd Contreras-Vidal 
( 1992) and Bullock, Contreras-Vida.!, and Grossberg (1992) for a complete description of the 
motivation for these components, their functionality, and simulation results verifying their 
contribution to model performance. 
The first question we will address concerns how a limb can be rotated to, and 0tabilized 
at, a desired angle. Figure 9a. schematizcs a system in which two opposing muscles insert into 
a. distal limb segment connected by a rotary or hinge joint to a more proximal limb segment, 
in a manner reminiscent of the human fon~arrn's connection to tbli upper arm. Suppose such 
a forearm segment is initially a.t rest and that Ji] = F2 where the Fi, i ~- 1, 2 denote the 
pulling forces exerted by the opponent muscles. Then the lirnb can be, set in motion by 
uu1.king the forces F1 and F2 unequal. 'fhe limb c:a.n be baited and stabilized at a new joint 
angle if the forces rc-equilibrate as it approaches that angle a.nd if the system is capable of 
autornatically generating whatever new rnusclc force imbalance rnay be needed to return it 
to the desired angle after any deviation, e.g. after the rot;1ting limb initially overshoots the 
desired angle. 
As rnany observers have noted (Cooke, 1980; Feldman, 1986; Polit & Bizzi, 1979), muscle 
itself seems to have cvolvecl to help provide this basic functionality. Essentially, muscle is 
springy tissue with a. neurally controllable contractile component, which gives it a neurally 
modifialJlc threshold length for force developrnent (Rack & Westbury, 1969). To highlight 
this essence, a.t risk of oversimplification 2, we can assume that the force Pi cleveloped by a 
muscle is a threshold-linear function of its length L;, its fixed resting length I';, its stifFness, 
. . . 
k, ancl its neurally modifi;cble contractile sta.te, C;: 
l'i = k[L;- (I';-- C;)]l (2:3) 
where notation [w;J+ rncans max (O,w;). So if w; = L;- (!'; - C;) > 0, Pi = k · w;; if 
W; s: 0, Fi = k. 0 = 0. 
~~-----···--
2 A better approximation to real muscle, whose ntifTncss also varies with contractile ~;tate, is gotten by 
replacing (2:3) wilh l'i = k. g([L;- (r,- C;)]+), where g(a:) is nonlinear, e.g. quadratic. See Bullock and 
Contreras-Vidal ( l 992) for fnrt.hcr !rea!rncnl .. 
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Equation (2:3) shows that a muscle is spring-like in that it develops a force only when 
stretched to a length L; greater than the effective threshold length, !';- C;. However, it also 
shows that musc:le is more versatile than an ordinary spring because this threshold can be 
neurally adjusted by varying the muscle's state of contraction, C;. 
To gain control over contractile states C\ and C2 , there must exist (see Figure 9a) oppos-
ing alpha-motoneuron pools et-M N1 and et-M N2 whose axons project to, and allow differen--
tial activation of, the opposing musc:les. Let the activation levels of the opposing motoneuron 
pools be designated by M 1 and M2 • Then, as shown in Figure 9a, a rnotor intention ---- a 
neural state corresponding to specification of a desired joint angle ...... can take the forrn of a. 
pattern of signals (A 1, A2) suitable for inducing a differential pattern of activation (M1 , M2 ) 
across the motoneuron pools, which in turn creates a pattern (C1 , C2 ) of contractile states, 
thereby creating a. new stable point (L1 , L2) for the limb. So if nothing goes wrong along 
the way, motor intention (A 1,A2 ) will invariably lead to desired joint angle O(L1,L2 ). But 
we now show that many things can go wrong along the way, and all the circuitry that dis-
tinguishes Figure 10 from Figure 9a will be motivated by the animal's need to reduce error:,; 
of motor realization to a minimum. 
Hir;<orically, analyses of what can go wrong in motor realization have focused on how 
non-muscular forces imposed by the extemal world can complicate the story we were able 
to keep sirnple by assurning that only muscular forces were acting on the limb. We 11ow 
supplerncnt such analy:oes by turning our attention inward, to neural, neuro--rnuscular, and 
rnusculo-skeletaJ sources of error variance. 
Suppose that we want to improve upon tire Figmc 9a system by adding the ability to 
stiifen a joint in varying degrees while holding joint angle consta:rt. Such joint stiffening is 
known (e.g. Humphrey & Reed, 198:3) to involve simultaneous increments to the contractile 
states of the joint':,; opponent muscles, which results in co-contraction. 
The sirnple:ot way for the higher nervous system to effect a co-contraction is to add a 
signal, whose magnitude we will denote by P, to both cornponents of the signal pattem 
(A 1 , A2). Then the net input to the opponent n-M N,, would be (Ar + P, A2 + P). This 
rnodific:ation is shown in Figure 9b. H variations in P always have the sarne effect on muscle 
force production in both opponent drannels, then a lirnb initially at equilibrium at a desired 
angle 0 will remain there as P varies: Though F] and F2 will both increase or decrease, 
their difference will remain unchanged. Such an invariant relationship between (!1 1 , A2 ) ancl 
0 under variations of co-contraction signal P can be summarized by 
O(Ar,A2) = O(Ar + l',Az + P). (21) 
Threats to this desirable in variance property arise clue to the property of physical neurons 
called saturat-ion, or loss of sensitivity to input differences near the upper bound of neuronal 
activity. Gros:oberg (1973) noted decades ago that saturative loss of sensitivity to differences 
existing across pattern processing channds can be prevented by allowing the channels to 
interact laterally via inhibitory signals. In vivo, inhibitory interneurons called I a! Ns are 
known to exist with the signed connectivity, vis-a-vis et-M N8 and each other, shown in 
Figure 9c:. The need for a pathway to mediate reciprocal inhibition between opponent musc:le 
dranncls was demonstrated by Shcrrington in Iris experiments on tire stretch refkx. The 
I a! Ns of Fig;ure 9c arc known also to receive feeclba.ck from stretch receptors and from 
Renshaw cells (both of which are introduced into the model in later paragraphs). Our 
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Figure 9: St<tgcs in the construction of the FLETE model. Excit<Ltory connections arc indi-
catccl by flat bars, inhibitory connections by fiilcd circles. (a) Opponent alpha motoneuron 
pools provide neural control over muscle contractile states and thereby the balance of forces 
acting across tlw joint. A motor intention can take tbe form of a pattern of descending 
signals (11 1 , A2) to the n-M N pools. (b) .Joint stiffness c<tn be controlled by adding de-
scending signal P to both signals A1 and 11 2. Tbe signal P is capable of producing high 
levels of co-contraction of the opponent muscles. (c) Design for alleviating saturative loss 
of sensitivity by cx-!11 N pools to the difference A1 - A2 when signal P becomes large. 'I'hc 
added model interneurons have the s<tme connectivity as In intcrneurons known to exist in 
vivo. (d) Alpha-motoneurons have difTerent sizes which correspond to difFerent thresholds 
for recruitment, and Renshaw cells "tap the cables" running from n-M N pools to muscles. 
Their negative feedback to n-M Ns can compensate for distortion introduced by the size 
principle. 
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remarks on the cornputationaJ necessity for I a! N.s arc compatible with but also extend 
prior proposals regarding their function. In particular, we agree that for rapid movements 
to be energetically efficient, it is irnportant to prevent an antagonist muscle from retarding 
the action of an agonist muscle. This wcnrld be difficult if the only process for lowering 
cx-M N activation levels were a passive decay process, especially with the small passive decay 
rates seen in vivo. Reciprocal inhibition via I a! N.s allows rapid decrementing of activity in 
antagonist alpha-motoneuronal pools. 
We next need to ask whether the pattern (Mr, /112 ) induced by motor intention (A1 + 
P, A2 + P) is faithfully registered in the pattern (Or, C2 ) of contractile states induced by 
activities Mr, /112. To see why it would not be, in the absence of further structure, consider 
first a simple differential equation describing changes in contractile state through time: 
(25) 
This says that a sufficiently large neural input M; can push contractile state C; up to the 
limit B, and that contractile state relaxes at rate o. In vivo, B; corresponds to the maximal 
number of muscle fiber;; that can be simultaneously activated. 
The presence of an upper bound JJ, rrreans that the ability of the C, to remain sensitive 
to differences across the M; can saturate if the range of M; is too large relative to 1!;. This 
problcn1 can be avoided, given the nemal provit:ions that avoid M; saturation in Figure 
9c, if B, is itself a function of M;. In fact, this is assured in vivo by a motor unit design 
principle together with a progressive recruitment rule. Motor units are cornposed of distinct 
alpha motoneurons that project to distinct sets of contractile fibers. Moreover, within the 
motoneuron pools, there exist cli:otributions of activation thresholds such that larger net 
excit<ttory inputs to the pool recruit larger numbers of rnotor units. Because smaller cx-
M N.s are recruited earlier and larger later, this rule has been called the size principle of 
motonemon recruitrncnt (Henneman, 1957). Figure 9d schematizes the addition of a size 
principle to our model by showing a. stacked series of cx-l\1 N cells with inc:rea,sing diameter. 
Unfortunately, introduction of the si;\e principle by itself causes a loss of independent 
control of joint angle by (A1 , 11 2) and of joint stiffness by signal P. To sec this, note that 
under all initial choices of (11 1 , A2 ) other than A1 = A2 , signal P will cause deeper recruitment 
in one nnrscle channd than the other. Because of the size principle, part of the signal P 
is subjected to greater amplification in that channel where recruitment is deeper, and a 
resultant force irnba.lance develops in that channel's favor. ln consequence, the animal who 
bad hoped to further stabilize its limb at its initial posture by stiffening the joint would 
instead experience a large, unwanted, limb rotation! 
Such an unequal amplification could be neumlly compensated if it could be measured. 
Because the cx-M Ns, which arc directly linked to muscle, are usually looked upon as the 
last stage of the nervous system, it might be supposed that the unequal amplification could 
only be measured by its effect on muscle, e.g. by way of stretch receptors embedded in 
the opponent muscles. However, because muscle contraction is slow relative to the unequal 
neural amplification, a. significant rotation error could develop before it could be halted by 
feedback from stretch receptors. 
In fact, the ct-M Ns project both directly to muscle and directly to a class of cells called 
Renshaw cells whose function bas not been well unclcrstoocl. In Bullock and Grossberg 
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(1988b; 1989), we proposed that these Renshaw cells were perfectly situated to measure and 
compensate for unequal amplifications of a co-contractive signal P sent to both opponent 
muscle channels. As shown in Figure 9d, each muscle control channel has its own Renshaw 
cell pool, which receives excitatory inputs from its channel's u-M N pool. The Renshaw pool 
in turn sends inhibitory signals to its own channel's a-M N and I a! N pools, as well as to 
the opponent channel's Renshaw pool. 
Consider the consequences of this signee! connectivity under conditions of unequal re-
cruitment. When P causes deeper recruitment in a-M N pool 1, the Renshaw population in 
channel 1 becomes much more active than in channel 2. This causes a-M N1 to be subjected 
to significantly greater Renshaw inhibition than a··M N2 , thus partially correcting.· channel 
. . 
1 's expected force advantage. Sirnultaneously, a-M N2 is disinhibitecl by two pathways: 
and 
Rr---> la!N1 -> a-MN2 . 
This further compensates for channel1 's expected force aclva.ntage by increasing Lhc force de-
veloped by channel 2. ~;imulations reported by Bullock and Grossberg (1988b; 1989) showed 
that Renshaw-mediated compensation could virtually clirninate undesired joint rotations ao. 
sociatecl with variations in P for any given choice of (A 1 , A2 ). ln our theory, then, Renshaw 
cells play a key role in ensuring the inv;niance principle formalized by equation (24). 
The fully expanded FLETE rnodel is shown in Figure 10. This figure contains three more 
rnodifications to Figure 9d that are only briefly touched upon hqe. First, consideration of 
muscle fatigue and the imbalances it can introduce led to inclusion of Golgi tendon organs 
and lb intcrncurons in the expanded FLETE model of Figure 10. Force feedback from the 
Golgi tendon organs to lb interneurons acts to compensate for muscle fatigue by inhibiting 
the a-M N in the same channel and the fbi N in the opposing channel; the addition of these 
pathways to the model has been shown through sirnulation:o to improve pcrforrnance even in 
the absence of mu:ocle fatigue. 
Second, the realization that truly high perforrnancc of the motor control system cannot 
rely solely on the kind of automatic, feedforward compensatory mechanisms described so 
far has led to the inclusion of error feedback rncc:ha.nisms. This includes the well-known 
stretch reflex a.rc, consisting of 'I motone.urons projecting to the. intraJusal museles, whose 
spindle organs in turn projr~ct to the a-M N and I a! N. Discrepenc:ie.s between eomma.nclecl 
muscle length at the 1-!Yf N and actual length of the extrafusal muscles result in spindle 
organ excitation, which in turn results in a-M N excitation or inhibition to correct this 
discrcpency. 
Third, con:oideration of changes in rnechanica.l a.dvanta.ge of antagonistically paired mus-
cles depending on joint angle has led to the inclusion of a. reconverging sidcloop pa.thwa.y 
which incorporates error-driven learning into the command issued to the a-M N. Bullock and 
Grossberg (1990; 1991) follow in a. tradition of work by Albus (1975), lto (1984), Grossberg 
and Kuperstein (1986; 1989), and Kawato, Furukawa, and Suzuki (1987) by summarizing how 
such a. central <tdaptive process sensitive to spindle feedback signab can learn an intenclecl-
angle-clepcnclent, pre-emptive, compensation for anglc-clcpcndcnt variations in mechanical 
advantage. 
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Figure 10: The force feedback frorn Golgi tendon organs can compensate for muscle fatigue, 
and a parallel neuro-muscular system comprising "t-M N s, intrafusal muscles, and spindle 
receptors allows measurernent of residual positioning errors. Spindle feedback signals act 
locally via the stretch reflex, but also project to the higher brain, where they may guide 
recalibration of descending commands. 
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'J'his completes the conceptual reconstruction of the peripheral neuro-muscular system as 
a module that affords inclepenclent control of muscle length and joint stiffness. See Bullock 
and Contreras-Vidal ( 1 992) for a sumrnary of experimental evidence for all the cell types and 
connections (including sign) assumed in the model, as well as sirnulation results verifying 
the functionality described here. 
7. Concluding Remarks 
This chapter has focused on the subset of neural network research concerned with explain-
ing biological sensory-motor control. This approach seeks to explain detailed psychophysical 
data on movement performance and identify neural substrates of the system components. 
Insights gained from psychophysics, anatomy, and physiology are fonnulated into models 
whose components derive from neural network and dynamical systems theory. This chapter 
has concentrated on a collection of interrelated neural networks which form a. framework for 
performing the transformations from visually perceiving a t<nget to specifying commands to 
the muscles that carry out a reach to the target.. These networks hig;hlight issues of learn-
ing without an external teacher, optimizing performance over a wick range of tasks, ancl 
automatically cornpensating for potential disruptions in movernent performance. Many of 
the rnoclel cell types have been identified with neural populations in vivo with very similar 
operating cba.rac:tcristic;, and/or connectivity. This research is done with the conviction that 
only through eontinued elaboration of wch a rnoclcl framework will a clear unclerstancling uf 
how the brain controls movement in anirnals emerge. 
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